MASS MEDIA:

VIEW FROM THE JEWISH COMMUNITY

We have Iearned that there is Iess a "genera I pub I ic" out there, than there are a number of "special publ ics." -There
is a labor publ ic, a farmer publ ic, a sports
,
publ ic, a black publ ic and so forth.

Obviously, one can belong to a number of

different "pLib I_ i cs," depend i ng on the -issues -- and there i $ presumab I y a common
denQminator American publ ic.

But, just as obviously., many publ ic affairs attract-

,

the special interest of special publ ics.

The Jewish publ ic is one such special

_ publ ie, with a special interest in certain publ ic affairs, and in the way the mass
media report them.
The publ ic issues in which the Jewish publ ic has a special interest include: Israel

-

and the Middle East;- beleaguered Jewish communities abroad, such as in the Soviet
Union and Syria; anti-semitism, neo-Nazism and the I ike in America; church-state
issues

C'

I iberties.

and in varying degrees, other issues relating to civi I rights and civi I
Jews belong to other special publ ics, and have other burning interests,

but as a Jewish publ ic, their interests tend to turn especially around these issues.
Among these issues, two may be seen as touchstones with respect to mass media:
1) Defamation of Jews;- 2) Fair treatment for Israel.
The Jews are a special publ ic on defamation for obvious reasons.

A long history of

oppression in many_countries under many different circumstances has always been bui It
<

on a reservoir of popular prejudice, actively stimulated by whatever commun-ications
media were avai lable.

Czarist agents used books, pamphlets and newspapers in order

to whip up anti-semitism.

Nazi Germany did the same, adding the new weapon of radio,

and also bringing anti-semitic cartooning to a new stage of development.

And so forth.

The Jews are not naive enough to bel ieve that there is a direct and automatic relation-

c

ship between the media and anti-semitism.

A person is not converted to anti-semitism

by seeing an anti-semitic cartoon or reading an _anti-semitic diatribe.

But the media,.

over a period of time, do establ ish the cl imate of what is culturally acceptable

2.
and legitimate, and what is not.
•

The media are not a sufficient weapon for those

who. want to revive and use anti-semitism for pol itical purposes -- but they are anecessary weapon.

There is

tittl~

wonder that the

Jew~

form a special publ ic on

I

this matter .
. 21 There are some basic differences between the issue of defamation and that of

"fa i r·

treatment'~

of Israe I.

AIthough presumabl y a Ii Amer i·cans .sho.ll I d be interested

in fair treatment for Israel, the Jews do form 9.special publ ic on this issue for
several reasons: Israel represents: the only refuge whicn European and Miqdle Eastern
Jews had; it represents the spiritual center of Judaism; and it represents the
possible locus for another holocaust.
However, the defamation of Jews tends tb be-more easily demonstrable, less debatable,
less controversial than the question .of fair treatment

for Israel.

Anti-semitism

is culturally illegitimate and unacceptable within the framework of the American
ethic.

Most strategit positions on -American foreign pol

debatable;

~nd

ic~

vis-a-vis

Isra~1

are

whi Ie we prevalently bel ieve that some of those positions are badly

- mistaken differences of opinion, they are not by themselves culturally i I legitimate.
But there is an aspect of media behavior which could be subsumed under the strongly
worded category of i I legitimacy, with respect to moral ity ahd the American ethic.
and whicn could cpnceivably be appl ied to some media treatment of Israel and the
Middle East.

We expect certain professional standards of relatively unbia-sed news

reporting from our mainstream media, and any radical departure from that might wei I
be viewed.as i I legitimate by the Jewish publ ic.
Obviously, there is a greater twi I ight zone between i I legitimacy and difference 6f:
opinion in matters relating to Israel than in matters relating to
.would seem important for the distinction to
the media.

b~

made both by the

defamation~

Jewis~

~

.

But it

community and

3 ..

. However, it should be strongly emphasized that the word illegitimacy, in the context

~ of common moral ity and the American ethic, is not to be equated with i I legal ity ..
Uniquely compl icating any medi~ evaluation is another axis, which has to do with
freedom of the press and of expression.

The Jewish publ ic (s,as a whole, strongly

comm i tted to freedom of express i on -- simp I y beci:lU'se Jews have had the ir greatest
freedom in

soci~ties

which guarantee freedom of expression; and have been most

suppressed in those societies which have also
That is not an accidental coincidence.

suppr~ssed

general freedom of expression.

Jewish support of a free press is a matter

of the deepest setf-interest.
Therefore, whi Ie the Jewish publ ic may take exception to some media treatment of
pertinent issues, it does not, at its most enl ightened, want the intervention of law
or government.

However, it does want· the media to behave responsibly.

It makes a

distinction between freedom of the press and editorial responsibi I ity.

It does not

bel ieve that freedom of the press should rei ieve the media from the exercise of
edftorial

r~sporisibi

I ity.

In summary, then, there are two broad categories of media treatment which relate
to tbat editorial responsibi I ity:' I) The illegitimate: that which runs counter to the
basic American ethic, such as anti-semitism; or which runs counter to the basic
journal istic ethic, such as a blatantly slanderous 6r slanted treatment of
2) The debatable: that which differs from the preval.ent bel iefs of the

I~rael.

Jewi~h

publ ic

such as the bel ief that Israel should recognize the P.L.C.
By the same token, ·there might be journal istic behavior relating to anti-semitism
which the Jewish publ ic might consider, not i I legitimate, but debatable, open
difference
of opinion.
,
group in

..
a given

t~

a

A common example is whether news about a given anti-semitic

set of circumstances should be heavi Iy dramatized in

'.

~he

media.

4.
Editorial resp'onsibi I ity, in the view of the Jewish community, means avoiding the

~

i I legitimate, and being open to differences of opinion.

Obviously, there are vast

twi I ight zones between the two which require further exploration.

,

For example: If a newspaper or a TV station would take a clear editorial position
supporting anti-semitism, then the Jewish community would shout "foul."
bean i I legitimate
thing for the mainstream media
,

t~

This would

do, given the moral ity and

. fundamental American ethic which we expect of even our unofficial institutions.
But tha.t is not norma II y the prob Iem.

The prob lem usua II y occurs in re Iat i on

either to "features" or "reporting about" anti-semitism.

These are illustrated

in two of the.case studies which .are being presented to the workshops:
.

A.n~wspaper

ran a syndicated column, whose author suggested that there was

much truth in the fo I k be lief. that Jews were greedy .
. A TV news reporter interviewed an anti-semite who said, in connection with
~

no news story, that Jews practiced a blood ritual during Passover, which accounted for
the disappearance of some Christian chi Idren.

This interview was fi Imed, and run

on the air.as fi Imed.
Questions: That new$paper columnist had a legal right to say what he

The

~~id.

..

newspaper had a legal right to run it.

But does not the newspaper have editorial

responsibi I ity for what its purchased features say?
responsibi I ity to' refuse to

run'~uch

Does not a newspaper have a

a column; or to inform the columnist that it
<

J

will run no more such columns?

And, most of all,-- in an

"e~itorial,

or an editorial

note of .some kind-- does not the newspaper have q responsibi I ity to say to its
general publ ic that it finds the columnist's comments inval id and unworthy?
And on the blood I ibel story: does the TV station not have the' ed,'tor,'al re s po n sib iii t Y
to edit out that particular interview?

~

The First Amendment is not involved here

because we are talki.ng about voluntary editorial responsibility -- and the fact
that most of the mater i a I f i Imed by TV news peop lei s cut a s a matter of ed i tor i a I
judgement ..

"

5.
These are admittedly judgment cal Is.
•

When General Brown several years ago accused

the.Jewishcommunity ot'controll ing all the media and the banks in this country,
no one objected that the media ran that story.

It was legitimate news.

It was

important for everyone to know that there was that kind of thinking in high places.
This raises another criterion: the distinction between reporting news and attempting
to make news.

rc

it was attempting to make news, it was engaging in cheap sensation~
./
.
The Jew'ish community feit that that·was an illegitimate endeavor.

the Jewish publ
alism.

When the TV station ran the "blood libel" intervi·ew, in the view of

This slides into more difficult questions which should perhaps be considered "Differences
of Opinion" rather than "Illegitimacy."

For example, the group which calls itself

Nazi in the Bay Area has'l if ted its ugly head periodically over the past 20 years
with a series of hopefully dramatic events.

About ten uniformed Nazis

appear at a Board of Education meeting, or hold a street meeting, and, of. course,

r

are attacked.

The media say that this is legitimate news; and some of them say that

this provides a good opportunity to expose them for what they are.

There are many

headl ines, pictures and interviews, to the Nazis' del ight.
The question here: What is the point at which the media may exceed the legitimate
news value of the Nazi appearance, and over-play them, in another version of "making"
rather than "r.eporting" news, for purposes of titi Ilation?
One illustration: at a time when the San Francisco publ ic was engaged in a. &ebate
about one school busing plan as against another, one newspaper ran a big picture of
eight Nazis expressing their opposition to one plan.
Nazi towards the same end.
opposing that plan.
leading the movement.

A TV station interviewed one

But there were a substantial number of citizens who were

The picture and the interview suggested that the Nazis were
The media were allowing themselves to be used by the Nazis.

6.

r

On the other hand, the Jewish community"isinterested in

•

media.

~nti-Nazi

education on the

Such an education would require an occasional demonstration of what the

local Nazis are saying or doing.

It is the total context which counts.

So, with respect to "reporting about Nazis" or anti-semites, there can often be
differences of opinion about strategy, with the Jewish community feel ing that the
standards for

e~posure

should be: very hard news, the reporting of news rather

than the making of it, and the gen~ral projection 6f an anti-Nazi ·cl imate.
With respect to Israel, the categories must be defined somewhat differently.
~bviously

Israel.

The

i I legitimate with respect to Israel has to do with outright slander of
If a newspaper editorial were.to flatly say that Israel has invaded Arab

lands repeatedly, then the Jewish community.could cal I "foul," because the facts
are so demonstrably otherwise.

r

Many abuses, however, fall in the twi I ight zone between fair and foul, and become
matters in which the context is critical.

Among the case studies 1"0 be used later

in the workshops are these:
When.the Israel i cabinet recently decided that Egypt was demanding concessions'
beyond those considerable concessions already

~ade

by Israel at Camp David; without

offering any new ones of their own -- and that Israel could not accept such further,
uni lateral concessions -- the headl ine in a local newspaper read: "Israel Rejects
Concess ion s. "

-:.

Headl ines are a common problem, for a number of technical reasons.

But since a

I

large number of Americans, by survey, don't read foreign -news much beyond the
headl ines, headl ines do create a problem.

This one projected the idea that Israel

was being the hard-nosed party, and had not made any c.oncessions
factually not the case.

when. that wa s

7•

• One newspaper ran almost a ful I page of articles on the charge that Israel
was engaging in torture.

The'charge was based on.a sma I I number of interviews

with Palestinian Arabs, by a person who was personally involved with those Palesfinian
Arabs.

Nowhere did the story seriously al lege that any torture was the result of a

systematic pol icy by the Israel i government.

And buried in the story was the State

Department evaluation that Israel generally rated very high in the matter of human
rights, for Jews or Arabs.
Was the newspaper remiss in its editorial responsibi I ity when it played this unvarni"shed
charge so prominently?

NotoriousJy systematic torture by China, Nicaragua

scarce I Y rece i ved such treatment.

o~

Iran

Of course, some have po i nted out :that I srae lis
J

not expected to engage in torture, and therefore it is news when they

a~e

so charged.

However, this does not remove the fact that a mis-impression was communicated by
the media.
.

.

The editorial responsibil ity of the media in this case was largely a . context'
responsibi I ity: it was not a matter of them refusing to run the story of the charge
against Israel -- that was. legitimate news -- but of providing the necessary perspective
for that story.

I n a rea I . sense, the press wa s here engaged in ma king rather than

just reporting the news.
There is no need to document cases of "difference of opinion" in the matter. of
reporting on Israel and the Middle East.

Whether Israel should place settlements

in the West Bank, whether a Palestinian state should be set up forthw!th, 'whether
Egypt or Israel is being more hard-nosed -- there are legitimate differences of
opinion.
of

It should be emphasized strongly that this does not make it less a matter

concern~

The Jewish publ ic, by and large, has a stake in trying to change

editorial opinion of the media in these matters of differing opinion.
different categories require different attitudes and approaches.

But the

t~e

8.
I-bwever, there is another note on these '''differences of opinion" as they are

~

reflected by news stories or columns and other features.

The Eattern of features

and news stories can produce a distorted context for these admittedly controversial
issues.

This is the most subtle editorial responsibi I ity of al I, which touches

on journal istic legitimacy.
It is very impo[tant to state that few people bel ieve that the mainstream media
commit their "i Ilegitimate" errors out of a designed mal ice.
of reverse conspiracy theory to that of· General Brown.

This would be a kind

However, there has

developed the feel ing that there may be an increasing insensitivity in the media to
a matter which is dealt with in more depth

the concerns of the Jewish community

by an article which you· have all received entitled "The Insensitives," using some
of the examples we are using today.
Finally, there is the question of when and how it is proper for the Jewish community
to express its views on these matters.
and the

spe~ial

publ ics?

What is the relationship between the media

It is, at the moment, somewhat different for the print

:. media than it is for TV and radio.

In the case of TV and radio, there is a somewhat

obscure governmental relationship, because of the use.of limited publ ic air.

The

FCC has certain broad parameters of fairness to which the special publ ics can appeal ..
For the newspapers, there is no official intervention at al I.
But the Je~ish publ ic, I ike other special publ ics, takes the view that al I. bf these

.

media are unofficial but quasi-public social institutions -- which have the.avowed
perception of themselves as such, and as being imbued with editorial responsibi I ity
and for both reasons of substance and self-image, they can be fairly charged with
the obi igations of editorial responsibi I ity .

......

.

-' '.
9.
There is,of course, an obverse responsibi I ity for the Jewish publ ic, or at least
for the organized Jewish community: to make the necessary distinctions between that
which tends to be illegitimate and intolerablej and that which is an unhappy matter
of difference of opinion.

In order to be effective as well· as constructive, the
(

Je~ish

community must attempt to make these distinctions, and adapt different

approaches for them.
media to develop a

However, it would also seem to be the responsibi I ity of the

sensi~ivity

to that which should be mutually deemed i I legitimate

and to be open to discussion on matters which are deemed differences of opinion.
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